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Abstract: Software systems are integral to modern organizations, necessitating rigorous testing to 
ensure security and integrity. However, with the evolution of technology, vulnerabilities and threats 
to software security are on the rise. Metaheuristic algorithms (MHS) or evolutionary techniques 
have emerged as valuable tools in addressing these challenges. This research aims to explore and 
evaluate evolutionary software security testing techniques comprehensively. Specific objectives 
include analyzing different test cases and strategies, identifying commonly targeted security 
vulnerabilities, assessing cost-effective and scalable testing techniques, and developing a framework 
for selecting optimal evolutionary testing methods. The methodology employs a systematic 
literature review across five major databases, selecting 52 relevant papers. Findings indicate 
prevalent security vulnerabilities such as Cross-site scripting XSS, Buffer overflow/stack overflow, 
SQL/XML injection, etc. The commonly used genetic algorithms for software security testing are 
Genetic algorithm, Particle swarm optimization, and Simulated annealing. Cost-effective and 
scalable MHS algorithms are ranked, with the Genetic algorithm emerging as the most effective. 
Additionally, a model for selecting and utilizing MHS algorithms is proposed based on research 
findings. This study offers valuable insights for researchers and practitioners, outlining future 
research avenues and providing practical guidelines for employing MHS algorithms in software 
security testing. 
 
Keywords: Security Testing Techniques, Metaheuristic Algorithms, Software Security Testing, 
Security Vulnerabilities, Evolutionary Algorithms.  

 
1. Introduction 

With the rapid technological advancements, organizations increasingly rely on information systems 
(IS) and information technology (IT) to drive their operations [1], [2]. This dependence underscores the 
importance of integrating various software and hardware systems to facilitate digital transformations. No-
tably, many of the world's most successful companies are entrenched in IT and IS, highlighting the signif-
icance of these technologies in today's business landscape [3]. However, the widespread adoption of IT 
and IS exposes organizations to many security threats. As businesses embrace digital transformations, they 
must prioritize the security of their IT and IS infrastructure. This involves implementing robust security 
measures to safeguard against potential vulnerabilities and attacks [4], [5], and [6]. 

Central to these security efforts is the development of secure software systems. In an era defined by 
technological innovation, developers face the challenge of ensuring the security of software systems amidst 
evolving threats. Malicious attacks, such as viruses and hacking attempts, pose significant data integrity 
and confidentiality risks [7]. 

Software security testing has emerged as a critical practice to address these challenges. Software secu-
rity testing focuses on identifying and mitigating vulnerabilities within software systems to ensure their 
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integrity and functionality. By conducting thorough security testing, organizations can mitigate risks asso-
ciated with malware, viruses, and denial of service (DoS) attacks [8], [9], and [10]. 

Software security testing encompasses various techniques, including both conventional and evolu-
tionary approaches [11], [12]. Conventional techniques include formal testing, fuzzy testing, and white-box 
testing, while evolutionary techniques leverage metaheuristic algorithms to enhance testing effectiveness 
and efficiency [13]. 

Despite the effectiveness of evolutionary testing techniques, developers need help selecting the most 
suitable approach for software security testing. When choosing a testing technique, cost, scalability, and 
effectiveness must be carefully considered. Moreover, the evolving nature of security threats necessitates 
ongoing refinement and adaptation of testing methodologies [14]. 

This research aims to address these challenges by providing recommendations for developers on se-
lecting evolutionary testing techniques for software security testing [15]. This study seeks to identify the 
most effective and cost-efficient evolutionary testing techniques for different security vulnerabilities and 
fault types by conducting a systematic literature review and analysing existing research. Through devel-
oping a comprehensive framework, this research aims to empower developers with the tools and insights 
needed to navigate the complexities of software security testing effectively [16] and [17]. 
 
2. Literature Review and Background Study  

This section presents an in-depth review of the literature on software security testing, emphasizing 
its significance and various conventional and evolutionary testing techniques. Additionally, it outlines the 
systematic literature review (SLR) process employed in this study. 
2.1 Software Security Testing  

Software security testing is crucial for assessing the ability of installed programs to protect data and 
ensure the functionality of business information systems by mitigating vulnerabilities and threats [18]. 
With businesses relying on software systems to manage operations and store vital information, ensuring 
robust security measures is imperative in today's digital landscape. Once considered secure, the internet 
now poses significant risks, making it essential for organizations to prioritize data security and prevent 
theft and online scams [19]. 

Software security testing is a layered approach, identifying gaps and selecting appropriate security 
measures tailored to specific business requirements [20]. It aids in error identification, threat detection, risk 
analysis, and proactive design to mitigate potential security breaches. Security testing techniques play a 
vital role in safeguarding against common vulnerabilities such as SQL injection and arbitrary file uploads 
[21]. 

Several software security testing methods exist, including formal testing, model-based testing, fault 
injection-based testing, fuzzy testing, vulnerability scanning, property-based testing, and white-box testing 
[22]. These techniques offer diverse approaches to identifying and addressing security vulnerabilities, each 
with advantages and limitations. 
2.2 Software Security Testing Techniques 

Software security testing techniques encompass both conventional and evolutionary approaches. 
Conventional techniques, such as formal and fault injection-based testing, focus on structured methodolo-
gies for identifying vulnerabilities [23], [24], and [25]. These methods provide valuable insights but may 
need more scalability and effectiveness. 

Evolutionary testing techniques, such as genetic algorithms, taint analysis, dynamic symbolic execu-
tion, and metamorphic testing, offer innovative solutions to emerging security challenges [26, 27-31]. These 
techniques leverage heuristic search algorithms and adaptive strategies to assess and improve software 
security dynamically. 
2.3 Implications of Evolutionary Testing Techniques for Software Security Testing 
     Evolutionary testing techniques demonstrate adaptability and effectiveness in addressing complex 
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security concerns. Genetic algorithms optimize solutions for various problems, including NP-hard and 
NPC, by iteratively evaluating and refining solutions [32]. Taint analysis tracks variable status to detect 
vulnerabilities, while dynamic symbolic execution analyses software behavior to identify potential security 
risks [33-35]. Metamorphic testing ensures software functionality without ideal oracles, enhancing security 
assurance [36]. 
2.4 Systematic Literature Review 

A systematic literature review (SLR) methodology was employed to synthesize existing research on 
software security testing. This method provides evidence-based insights, identifies research gaps, and 
guides new research directions [37] and [38]. 

The SLR process involves planning, conducting, and reporting phases [39]. Research questions are 
formulated during planning, and a review protocol is developed. The conducting phase involves identify-
ing relevant studies, defining search criteria, and analyzing extracted data. Finally, the reporting phase 
concludes, addresses threats, and presents research findings. 
2.5 Guiding Framework 

A guiding framework was developed to assist in selecting evolutionary testing techniques for soft-
ware security testing. This framework considers test case and level, test strategy, security vulnerabilities 
and fault types, effectiveness, cost-friendliness, and scalability as criteria for recommending suitable tech-
niques [40]. The framework aims to guide developers in selecting evolutionary testing techniques based 
on specific testing requirements and constraints. 
 
3. Research Methodology 

This section outlines the methodology employed in this research, focusing on a systematic literature 
review approach to address the research questions and gain insights into the field. The systematic literature 
review allows for identifying, selecting, and critically analyzing relevant literature and assessing its qual-
ity, validity, and limitations [41]. Below, the stages of the research methodology are elucidated: 
3.1 Reviewing Planning 
3.1.1 Need for Systematic Review 

Given the significance of software security testing in ensuring the integrity of software systems, par-
ticularly concerning metaheuristic algorithms and evolutionary testing techniques [42], a systematic liter-
ature review is warranted. This review aims to identify the evolutionary testing techniques used in various 
scenarios for software security testing, culminating in developing a model to recommend specific tech-
niques based on requirements. 
3.1.2 Research Questions Specification 

Defining straightforward research questions is pivotal for guiding the search strategy and data ex-
traction process [43]. The following research questions (RQ) have been formulated for this study: 
• RQ1: What constitutes the research space for evolutionary testing of software security? This question 

delves into contemporary research in the field, encompassing aspects such as security vulnerabilities, 
metaheuristic algorithms, and test strategies. 

• RQ2: Which evolutionary testing techniques are cost-friendly, effective, and scalable for software se-
curity testing across different vulnerabilities? This question evaluates the cost-effectiveness, efficacy, 
and scalability of various evolutionary testing techniques for software vulnerabilities. 

3.1.3 Development of Review Protocol 
The review protocol delineates the methods, criteria, and study selection strategy employed in the 

systematic literature review. 
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• Study Selection Strategy: The selection strategy involves using predefined keywords to query specific 
databases and repositories. The selected databases include ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, Science 
Direct, Springer, and Wiley Interscience, along with leading software engineering journals such as 
IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering, ACM Transactions on Software Engineering and Meth-
odologies. 

• Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria: Papers meeting inclusion criteria (e.g., relevance to research ques-
tions, peer-reviewed status, publication between 2010 and 2021) were selected, while those failing to 
meet these criteria were excluded. 

• Quality Assessment: The selected papers were evaluated based on ten criteria to ascertain their quality 
and relevance to the research. 

• Data Extraction, Synthesis, and Analysis: Relevant information about the research questions was ex-
tracted from the selected papers and synthesized for analysis. This process involved two steps: general 
data extraction and extraction of information directly related to the research questions. 

This systematic literature review aims to provide comprehensive insights into evolutionary testing 
techniques for software security, addressing the defined research questions and contributing to the existing 
body of knowledge in the field. 
3.2 Threats to Validity  

The study's credibility is influenced by threats to validity, which can adversely affect its outcome. To 
address these concerns, several principles should be taken into account. Firstly, construct validity ensures 
that the measurement methods align with the studied concepts, ensuring accurate data collection. Quali-
tative research involves providing clear explanations and understanding interview questions to avoid con-
fusion. Additionally, serving as an external reviewer helps verify the research proposal, minimizing sub-
jective biases. Although subjectivity may exist, gathering ample information and using diverse respondent 
samples help mitigate this risk. 

Internal validity, which assesses causal relationships and researcher control over variables are not a 
focus of this study on evolutionary software security techniques. While internal validity concerns may arise 
from biases during analysis and coding, this study does not aim for statistical causal relationships in soft-
ware development practices. Conclusion validity examines researcher bias during data interpretation, 
which is challenging to eliminate. To mitigate this bias, two authors independently analyzed primary pa-
pers, maintaining comprehensive records of all 52 papers studied. This dual-author approach was also 
employed during data collection, analysis, and reporting to ensure consistency and reduce bias. External 
validity, about the generalizability of study results, is addressed by following established principles. De-
spite the inherent challenge of eliminating investigator bias, involving two authors in primary paper anal-
ysis and maintaining detailed records of retrieved articles help mitigate this bias. This rigorous approach 
extends to data collection, analysis, and reporting, enhancing the study's validity and reliability. 
 
4. Results 

This section presents the findings from analyzing 52 papers from five databases. It overviews these 
studies, including the publication year, methodology, article type, and publisher. Additionally, Section 5.2 
outlines the assessment of the selected papers' quality for this systematic literature review. 

The figure below is the number of primary studies included in the systematic literature review: 
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Figure 1. Primary Studies Included in SLR 

4.1 Overview of Primary Studies 
The data reveals that 48% of the studies were published before 2015, while 52% were published in 

2015 or later, indicating a recent trend towards software security techniques. These studies employ various 
methods and techniques, primarily focusing on software security development activities. For example, [65] 
introduces a method for ensuring software security in program creation, while [74] analyzes and evaluates 
security features in software requirements, emphasizing the importance of such techniques in software 
development. 

 
Figure 2. Publisher Statistics of Selected Papers of SLR 
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The statistics indicate that the majority of articles were chosen from ACM, accounting for 38%, fol-
lowed by IEEE with 27%. Wiley and Science Direct each contributed 13% of the selected articles, while 
Springer accounted for only 8% of the final selected list. 
4.2 Evaluation of SLRs Quality 

The quality of the research papers is assessed based on the evaluation of ten criteria outlined in the 
table below [51]. 

Table 1. Evaluation of SLRs Quality 
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[42] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[43] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[44] 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 6 
[45] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[46] 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 6 
[47] 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 7 
[48] 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 7 
[49] 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 
[50] 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 7 
[51] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[52] 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 7 
[53] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[54] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[55] 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 6 
[56] 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 7 
[57] 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 6 
[58] 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 6 
[59] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[60] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[61] 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 5 
[62] 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 
[63] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[64] 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 7 
[65] 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 7 
[66] 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 
[67] 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 7 
[68] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[69] 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 7 
[70] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[71] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[72] 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 6 
[73] 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 7 
[74] 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 6 
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To gauge the quality of the 52 primary papers, each study underwent assessment using the framework 
outlined earlier. The resulting quality assessment is depicted in the table provided. A value of either "0" or 
"1" was assigned for each characteristic. A "1" indicated the presence of the characteristic, while a "0" de-
noted its absence. The primary studies in the systematic literature review demonstrated a research-oriented 
approach, each with a clearly defined aim to align with the review's design. Notably, several studies 
needed to employ sampling techniques. However, these primary studies thoroughly elucidated their data 
collection and analysis methods, emphasizing their practical significance. Our analysis revealed that ap-
proximately 41% (21 out of 52) of the primary studies obtained total points in the quality assessment. 
 
5. Findings and Discussions 

This study employs a systematic literature review to analyze 52 primary studies, aiming to compre-
hend the methodologies and applications of evolutionary software security techniques utilized by devel-
opers and commercial organizations. This chapter presents the results and discussions derived from the 
systematic literature review, which encompassed 52 papers. Revisiting the research questions within this 
section is crucial for effectively addressing them. The subsequent sections outline the research questions 
and their corresponding findings obtained through the SLR. 

Research Question 1 (RQ1): What is the research space for evolutionary software security testing? 
This overarching question is divided into three critical inquiries focusing on the security vulnerabili-

ties observed in software systems, the prevalence of Metaheuristic search algorithms in software testing, 
and the frequency of usage of evolutionary testing techniques. 

RQ 1.1: Which security vulnerabilities are predominantly observed in software systems? 
In today's dynamic business landscape, companies strive to develop software security techniques that 

afford their systems increased protection against security threats, fostering a risk-free environment. Man-
agers seek flexibility in addressing these concerns to integrate software security techniques into their op-
erations effectively. 

Robust software security techniques are crucial for safeguarding company decisions and maintaining 
competitiveness [44]. These techniques are tailored to meet the unique needs and requirements of the 

[75] 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 6 
[76] 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 5 
[77] 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 6 
[78] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[79] 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 6 
[80] 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 7 
[81] 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 7 
[82] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[83] 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 7 
[84] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[85] 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 7 
[86] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[87] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[88] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[89] 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 7 
[90] 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 8 
[91] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[92] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
[93] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
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operational contexts in which companies operate. Based on the findings of the SLR conducted, the follow-
ing table presents the software security vulnerabilities most commonly observed in software systems: 

 
Table 2. Identified security vulnerabilities 

 
 

The table illustrates that the most prevalent software security vulnerability is cross-site scripting XSS 
(reflected and stored), occurring in 35% of the papers in the SLR. Following closely are other frequently 
encountered vulnerabilities, such as buffer overflow, stack overflow, SQL and XML injection, privileges, 
permission, and access control, collectively observed in 23% of the papers. Additionally, spoofing is docu-
mented in 15% of the papers, while undesired feature interactions and Denial of Service (DoS) are identi-
fied in 12%. Broken algorithms are noted in 13% of the papers. While these vulnerabilities are commonly 
observed in software systems, the table highlights other notable vulnerabilities, including fuzzing, infor-
mation exposure, resource management errors, improper input validation, cryptographic issues, missing 
data encryption, string termination errors, floating point inaccuracies, and configuration errors. The figure 
3, below visually represents the most frequently observed software security vulnerabilities based on the 
data provided: 

RQ 1.2: What metaheuristic search algorithms are employed for the security testing of a system? 
Numerous techniques showcased in the primary studies underscore the significance of these method-

ologies for securing systems, databases, and software systems within companies. Companies make signif-
icant investments to ensure the effective implementation of these techniques, which serve as protective 
measures and benchmarks for maximizing system security. Among the primary studies, considerable at-
tention has been directed towards various metaheuristic search algorithms or evolutionary software secu-
rity testing techniques. 

Security Vulnerabilities Reference Papers 
Total 

Papers 
Percentage 

Buffer Overflow/Stack Overflow [52],[54], [55], [58], [74], [83], [86], 
[88], [89], [91], [91], [93] 

12 23% 

SQL/XML Injection [52], [54], [57], [75], [81], [83], 
[86], [89], [90], [91], [91], [93] 

12 23% 

Cross-site Scripting XSS (Reflected 
and Stored) 

[52], [53], [54], [57], [66], [68], 
[69], [71], [75], [81], [83], [86], 
[87], [88], [89], [90], [91], [92] 

18 35% 

Broken Algorithms [54], [73], [83], [89], [90], [91], [92] 7 13% 
Privileges, Permissions and Access 
Control 

[55], [56], [60], [73], [81], [83], 
[86], [88], [89], [90], [91], [92] 

12 23% 

Spoofing [55], [81], [83], [86], [89], [90], 
[91], [92] 

8 15% 

Undesired Feature Interactions/DoS [58], [60], [73], [86], [90], [91] 6 12% 

Configuration Errors [58], [60], [83] 3 6% 
Floating-point inaccuracies [68] 1 2% 
String Termination Errors [88] 1 2% 
Missing data encryption [54], [81], [93] 3 6% 
Cryptographic Issues [55], [56], [81] 3 6% 
Improper Input Validation [55], [56] 2 4% 
Resource Management Errors [55], [56], [60] 3 6% 
Information Exposure [55] 1 2% 
Fuzzing 55, 81 2 4% 
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Figure 3. Mostly Appeared Software Security Vulnerabilities 

The table indicates the vast array of evolutionary techniques utilized by developers for testing soft-
ware security vulnerabilities. These encompass hill climbing, greedy algorithms, symbolic execution, dif-
ferential evolution techniques, bat algorithms, firefly algorithms, taint analysis, static code analysis, com-
binatorial testing, penetration testing, artificial bee colony algorithms, ant colony optimization, particle 
swarm optimization, genetic algorithms, evolutionary computation, guided local search, variable neigh-
bourhood search, iterative local search, and simulated annealing. The appearance of these techniques and 
algorithms across different papers underscores their practical implementation within software organiza-
tions. 

Table 3. Identified metaheuristic algorithms 
Metaheuristic Algorithms Reference Papers Total % 

Simulated Annealing [52], [56], [60], [62], [63], [68], [70], 
[73], [85], [88], [90], [93], [43], [44] 

14 27% 

Iterative Local Search [52] 1 2% 
Variable Neighborhood Search [52] 1 2% 
Guided Local Search [52], [61] 2 4% 
Evolutionary Computation [52] 1 2% 
Genetic Algorithm [52], [60], [61], [62], [65], [66], [68], 

[69], [71], [74], [78], [82], [84], [85], 
[90], [91], [92], [93], [42], [43], [44], 
[47], [46], [45] 

24 46% 

Particle Swarm Optimization [52], [59], [62], [65], [69], [70], [84], 
[85], [88], [90], [93], [43], [44], [45], 
[46] 

15 29% 

Ant Colony Optimization [52], [57], [59], [62], [64], [65], [70], 
[85], [92] 

9 17% 

Artificial Bee Colony [52], [65] 2 4% 
Penetration Testing [53], [58], [79] 3 6% 
Combinatorial Testing [53], [59], [92] 3 6% 
Taint Analysis [57], [60], [66], [69], [76], [79], [82], 

[88], [92], [93] 
10 19% 

Static Code Analysis [64], [69], [74], [75], [82], [88], [90] 7 13% 
Firefly Algorithm [65] 1 2% 
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Bat Algorithm [65] 1 2% 
Differential Evolution Technique [67] 1 2% 
Symbolic Execution [70], [71], [72], [76], [77], [80], [83], 

[85], [87], [90], [93], [46], [47] 
12 23% 

Greedy Algorithm [74], [82], [84], [85], [86], [87], [90], 
[91] 

8 15% 

Hill Climbing [85], [87], [92], [66], [67] 5 10% 
RQ 1.3: Which evolutionary testing techniques are utilized most frequently? 
Studies emphasize that companies operating in dynamic environments highly embrace specific im-

plemented software security testing techniques, such as security testing, security auditing, and risk assess-
ment. These techniques are crucial for fortifying systems or companies, shielding them against potential 
threats [80]. These techniques must be agile and up-to-date to effectively address vulnerabilities and miti-
gate risks, thus ensuring the security of companies' software and supporting their competitive and dy-
namic decision-making processes. Among these implemented and utilized evolutionary techniques, the 
most frequently employed ones are outlined below: 

Table 4. Identified mostly used metaheuristic algorithms 

Mostly Used MHS Algorithms/Evolutionary testing Techniques Total Papers % 
Genetic Algorithm 24 46% 
Particle Swarm Optimization 15 29% 
Simulated Annealing 14 27% 
Symbolic Execution 12 23% 
Taint Analysis 10 19% 
Ant Colony Optimization 9 17% 
The genetic algorithm emerges as the most commonly utilized evolutionary technique, featuring in 

46% of the selected papers for this systematic literature review (SLR). Following closely, particle swarm 
optimization is the second most utilized evolutionary technique, appearing in 29% of the papers. Simulated 
annealing is reported in 27% of the papers, while symbolic execution is observed in 23%. Additionally, 19% 
and 17% of the papers found taint analysis and ant colony optimization, respectively. Consequently, these 
techniques are among the most commonly employed evolutionary/MHS algorithms for software security 
testing. 

The following graph provides a visual representation of the predominant and frequently used evolu-
tionary techniques:  

 
Figure 4. Mostly Used Evolutionary Testing Techniques 
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Research Question 2 (RQ2): Which evolutionary testing techniques are cost-friendly, effective, and 
scalable for software security testing across various vulnerabilities? 

This question delves into evolutionary testing techniques' cost-friendliness, effectiveness, and scala-
bility for diverse test cases and vulnerabilities. It seeks to explore different evolutionary testing methods 
that offer cost-effectiveness, efficiency, and adaptability across varied scenarios. RQ2 is further segmented 
into the following sub-questions: 

RQ 2.1: Which evolutionary software security testing technique is more cost-effective in testing soft-
ware security across different vulnerabilities? 

This sub-question specifically targets the cost-effectiveness of various evolutionary security testing 
techniques. Cost-effectiveness in this context implies affordability for developers and efficiency in achiev-
ing desired outcomes. Different evolutionary techniques may exhibit varying levels of cost-effectiveness 
depending on the specific case or requirement. Thus, assessing these techniques' cost-effectiveness requires 
examining their applicability and efficiency in different scenarios. For this study, through systematic liter-
ature review (SLR), the cost-effectiveness of evolutionary testing techniques is evaluated based on insights 
gathered from various research articles. These articles explore different techniques for security testing and 
conclude which ones are most cost-effective. The frequency of appearance of a particular technique in re-
search articles and authors' conclusions regarding its cost-effectiveness serve as an indicator for evaluating 
its efficacy. Based on the findings, the following evolutionary security testing techniques emerge as the 
most cost-effective: 

Table 5. Identified cost-effective evolutionary testing techniques 
Cost Effective Evolutionary Testing 

Techniques 
Reference Papers 

Total 
Papers 

% 

Simulated Annealing [59], [52], [60], [63], [88], [78], [67] 7 13% 

Particle Swarm Optimization 
[59], [62], [65], [84], [88], [93], [90], 
[46] 

8 15% 

Genetic Algorithm 
[52], [61], [62], [66], [69], [71], [78], 
[84], [90], [91], [93], [44], [45], [56], 
[67] 

15 29% 

Taint Analysis [57], [69], [76], [79], [82], [88], [92] 7 13% 
Ant Colony Optimization [59], [64], [65], [70], [85], [90] 6 12% 

Symbolic Execution 
[70], [72], [77], [80], [83], [85], [87], 
[90], [92] 

9 17% 

 

 
Figure 5. Cost Effective Evolutionary Testing Techniques 
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The findings reveal that the genetic algorithm is the most cost-effective evolutionary testing technique, 
as it was substantiated in 29% of the selected research articles. Following closely is symbolic execution, 
identified as the second most cost-effective evolutionary technique, appearing in 17% of the papers. Particle 
swarm optimization ranks third in cost-effectiveness, with 15% of the papers corroborating its efficacy. 
Taint analysis and simulated annealing constitute the fourth most frequently cited cost-effective tech-
niques, each mentioned in 13% of the papers. Ant colony optimization, although less mentioned, is still 
utilized in 12% of the research articles selected for this study. 

Research Question 2.2 (RQ 2.2): Which evolutionary testing technique is more scalable across various 
test case generations for security vulnerabilities? 

This question pertains to the scalability of different evolutionary security testing techniques, focusing 
on their adaptability across diverse test case generations and varying security vulnerabilities. Scalability, 
in this context, refers to the ability of security testing techniques to adjust and accommodate different test 
cases, test levels, and vulnerabilities. 

For this study, through systematic literature review (SLR), the scalability aspect of evolutionary test-
ing techniques is assessed based on insights gathered from various research articles. These articles explore 
different techniques for security testing and conclude which ones are more scalable for different test cases, 
test levels, and vulnerabilities. The scalability of a particular evolutionary testing technique is evaluated 
based on its frequency of appearance in research articles and the authors' conclusions regarding its scala-
bility. Based on the findings, the most scalable evolutionary security testing techniques are as follows: 

Table 6. Identified Scalable Evolutionary Testing Techniques 
Scalable Evolutionary Testing 

Technique 
Reference Papers 

Total 
Papers 

% 

Particle Swarm Optimization 
[59], [62], [65], [69], [70], [84], [85], [88], 
[90], [93] 

10 19% 

Simulated Annealing [52], [60], [62], [68], [70], [85], [88], [92] 8 15% 

Genetic Algorithm 
[52], [60], [61], [62],[65], [66], [68], [71], 
[78], [82], [84], [90], [91], [92], [93], [56], 
[77], [78], [67] 

19 37% 

Taint Analysis [69], [79], [88] 3 6% 
Ant Colony Optimization [62], [64], [85] 3 6% 
Symbolic Execution [70], [71], [76], [80], [85], [87], [89] 7 13% 

 

 
Figure 6. Scalable Evolutionary Testing Techniques 

The findings suggest that the genetic algorithm is the most scalable evolutionary testing technique, as 
it was supported by 37% of the selected research articles. Following closely is particle swarm optimization, 
identified as the second most scalable evolutionary technique, appearing in 19% of the papers. Simulated 
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annealing emerges as the third most prevalent scalable evolutionary technique, with 15% of the papers 
confirming its effectiveness. Symbolic execution ranks fourth in terms of scalability, mentioned in 13% of 
the papers. Ant colony optimization and taint analysis were mentioned the least, yet utilized by 6% of the 
research articles selected for this study. 

Research Question 2.3 (RQ 2.3): Which evolutionary testing technique is more effective and efficient 
for different types of software security testing faults? 

This question determines which evolutionary testing techniques are more efficient and effective across 
various test levels, cases, and vulnerabilities. The answer to this question is derived from the findings of 
previous inquiries. To measure effectiveness and efficiency, a mathematical equation is formulated as fol-
lows: 

 
𝐸𝐸 =	 (𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒	𝑜𝑓	𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 − 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠	 + 	𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒	𝑜𝑓	𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦)/	2 

 
This equation evaluates effectiveness and efficiency based on the scalability and cost-effectiveness of 

different testing techniques. These variables are chosen because they reflect effectiveness and efficiency. A 
testing technique that is scalable and cost-effective is considered adequate and efficient. The percentages 
representing cost-effectiveness and scalability of different testing techniques are added and divided by 2 
to calculate the overall percentage of effectiveness and efficiency. The two variables are divided by ‘2’ 
averages, cost-effectiveness and scalability. 

 
Table 7. EE values of evolutionary testing techniques 

Efficient and Effective Evolutionary Testing 
Technique 

Cost-effectiveness Scalability Result 

Particle Swarm Optimization 15% 19% 17.00% 

Genetic Algorithms 29% 37% 33.00% 

Simulated Annealing 13% 15% 14.00% 
Taint Analysis 13% 6% 9.50% 
Ant Colony Optimization 12% 6% 9.00% 
Symbolic Execution 17% 13% 15.00% 

 
Therefore, when developers choose different testing techniques, they can base their selection solely 

on cost-effectiveness or scalability. Alternatively, they may consider the combined 'EE' factor to assess both 
factors or the overall effectiveness and efficiency of the testing technique. The graph below is a visual rep-
resentation of the results: 

 
Figure 7. EE Values for Software Security Testing Techniques 
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The results reveal that the genetic algorithm has the highest EE value of 33%, making it the most 
efficient and effective evolutionary technique. The particle swarm optimization is followed closely, ranking 
as the second most efficient and effective testing technique with an EE value of 17%. Symbolic execution 
follows next with an EE value of 15%, while simulated annealing holds a value of 14%. Taint analysis and 
ant colony optimization rank lower in effectiveness and efficiency, with EE values of 9.50% and 9%, re-
spectively. 

These EE values generally assess the effectiveness and efficiency of various evolutionary software 
security testing techniques. However, it is essential to note that this indicator may not be universally ap-
plicable across all testing levels, cases, vulnerabilities, and purposes. Developers can use the EE indicator 
to identify suitable security testing techniques from the list provided. Nonetheless, before relying solely on 
the EE values, they must carefully analyze their specific test requirements, including levels, cases, vulner-
abilities, and other factors. By ensuring alignment with their testing needs, developers can leverage the 
findings of this research and EE values to make informed decisions when selecting a testing technique. 
 
6. Conclusion and Recommendations 

Evolutionary software security testing techniques, also known as MHS algorithms, play a crucial role 
in enhancing the security of software systems within companies, thereby contributing significantly to the 
global economy. Through a systematic literature review, this study has assessed the methodologies and 
practices developers adopt to implement these security techniques effectively. Out of numerous articles 
reviewed, 52 primary studies published between 2010 and 2020 were selected for evaluation. These studies 
were analyzed based on various factors such as publication frequency, research methodology, adopted 
practices, and techniques employed for software security. The results underscore the value of systematic 
literature reviews in empirical research, highlighting the absence of definitive methodologies universally 
applicable to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of software security testing techniques. Instead, the 
suitability of methodologies or techniques varies depending on specific cases or scenarios. 

The findings reveal prevalent software security vulnerabilities observed in software systems, includ-
ing cross-site scripting XSS, buffer overflow/stack overflow, SQL/XML injection, privileges, permission and 
access control, spoofing, broken algorithms, and DoS. Similarly, a range of MHS algorithms used by de-
velopers for software security testing was identified, such as hill climbing, greedy algorithm, symbolic 
execution, differential evolution technique, bat algorithm, and firefly algorithm, among others. Notably, 
genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization, simulated annealing, symbolic execution, taint analysis, 
and ant colony optimization emerged as the most utilized MHS algorithms, recognized for their scalability, 
cost-effectiveness, and efficiency. 

Companies must continually enhance their software security techniques to safeguard their systems 
and maintain a competitive edge in the ever-evolving business landscape. Managers are urged to prioritize 
flexibility in adopting security measures tailored to their needs and operating environments. The invest-
ment in implementing these techniques is a crucial safeguard, providing robust security measures and 
benchmarks to fortify systems against potential threats. 
6.1 Recommendation: Model for Utilizing Evolutionary Software Security Testing Techniques 

Based on the findings of this systematic literature review, a model is proposed to aid developers in 
selecting and deploying MHS algorithms or evolutionary software security testing techniques. This model 
is designed for general application, guiding the selection and utilization of MHS algorithms based on iden-
tified security requirements. Factors such as scalability, cost-effectiveness, and overall efficiency and effec-
tiveness of MHS algorithms are considered in the model. 

For instance, once developers have finalized their software security testing requirements based on 
identified vulnerabilities, they can use the model to select the most suitable MHS algorithm or evolutionary 
technique. However, it is essential to note that the model's applicability is contingent upon identifying 
security vulnerabilities and confirming the suitability of enlisted MHS algorithms for developers' specific 
needs. While the model is a practical guideline, its effectiveness hinges on adherence to predefined require-
ments and constraints. The step-by-step model facilitates developers in effectively selecting and utilizing 
MHS algorithms for security testing, promoting enhanced software security across various systems. 
6.2 Future Work 
     Based on the research findings, future studies could focus on developing a model tailored to utilize 
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specific MHS algorithms for addressing distinct software security vulnerabilities. This endeavor would 
further enrich and expand upon the insights gained in this study. Additionally, there is potential for future 
research to formulate methodologies outlining the practical application of MHS algorithms or evolutionary 
software security testing techniques. While this study has outlined prevalent software security vulnerabil-
ities in general, a logical progression for future investigations would involve identifying which vulnerabil-
ities manifest in specific software systems. Nevertheless, this research lays a foundational framework for 
future inquiries and offers practical insights beneficial to developers and researchers. 
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